On the Road to the Hyperverse

HOW TO FREE OUR CONSCIOUSNESS FROM OUR MIND
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We are programmed by our biological and Spiritual Evolution to
understand the inventions we make as "reality" as "real truths" (mentally
encoded Icons).
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As we pass on this mental ability to invent epigenetically and culturally
("cumulative transmission" / Tomasello), we have made continuous
progress in the techniques of iconizing inventions:
From a phase of pre-rationality, we have evolved into two stages of
development that build on each other (beginning with the 1st Axial-Age):
from the
"epoch of the power of the holy" (Joas)
to today's epoch of the power of better-knowledge.
So, from the belief in the beyond to the worldly striving for knowledge.
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From this the today's "Modernity" has developed and with it a culture which
is built on knowledge and better-knowledge (literary culture).
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This focus on knowledge has set the following process in motion:
 We invent and encode more and more Icons that we
mentally invent in such a way that we can certify them
as "real truths."
We certify
ourselves.
 This means: Over the centuries we have become
better and better at inventing and encoding even those
Icons as truths that our mental techniques of icon
invention (Iconization) place in the rank of truths.
 Our methods of cognition (which influence our
processes of perceiving and interpreting the world)
have now gained the position and function of a
Meta-Consciousness
... however, without being a Meta-Consciousness. It is
a Surrogate-Meta-Consciousness.
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Because of this, we are currently unable to invent another (i.e., true) MetaConsciousness. In other words:
We invent (and reinforce)
those Consciousnesses
that prevent us from
inventing an Evolutionarily
effective meta-Consciousness.
We believe
too intensely in truth.
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Now one should know that we primarily strive for the processes of
"Iconization" and master them so perfectly because we as human beings
have the Now-of-Creation (Nagual) present as Permanent-Consciousness
in our Mind and in our I:
 Consciousness is the Agent of Creation. NagualConsciousness is our partner in creating our Fitness.
 The biological survival program (D. D. Hoffman:
"Fitness") enables our Consciousness to become ever
fitter for "Iconization".
 That what we are mentally practicing, i.e., encoding our
inventions as "truth", in the sense of the biological
Spirit of survival, is therefore right, important and
successful.
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"Fitness beats Truth" (D. D. Hoffman) is the general conditioning behind all
the Spiritual-cultural progress we have shaped since the beginning of the
1st Axial-Age (ca. 500 BC):
 The growing progress of our Evolution ... is based on
Fitness by Cognition –
Cognition creates Progression ...
…is connecting with the established, culturally
anchored, Surrogate-Meta-Consciousness (boosted by
the growing importance of Sciences, in particular).
 Because of this, our real and massive progresses in
the field of "knowledge and cognition" initiate a process
which separates our Consciousness more and more
from that Nagual-Consciousness which is present in
our Mind and in our I in a very essential form as
partner and helper:
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 Our Consciousness drifts into a
growing un-Freedom.
 Our Consciousness progresses
isolate us from our NagualConsciousness.
8

The isolation of the Nagual-Consciousness (primarily organized by the 1st
Defluence in the period from birth to the end of adolescence of the
Teenagers) creates a significant Fitness problem:
 Our successful Fitness-Strategy ("Fitness by
Cognition") creates a worldly reality that ... because of
its successes ... is characterized by three challenges:
 increasing Complexity
 increasing Acceleration
 increasing Contingency
 This means: the positive design and mental coping of
our life becomes more and more difficult, caused by
our successful Fitness strategy and reinforced by the
growing un-Freedom of our Consciousness (keyword:
Surrogate-Meta-Consciousness). Conclusion:
Our hitherto
successful Fitness-Strategy
is losing its Fitness.
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In this situation the biological and Nagual-Spirit of Survival (operationalized
in the 1st Reality-Generator and in our worldly I) loses some of its function
as Partner and Helper.
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Because of this, integrated in the biological Spirit of Survival, a higher level
of the biological Spirit activates:
The biological Spirit of Co-Evolution
becomes present in
our human Consciousness.
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Since the Consciousness is the Agent of Creation, the Nagual
Consciousness acts in our Consciousness, and it acts as a Helper for our
Evolution. This Nagual-Consciousness reacts to the increasing failure of
our Fitness strategy (see point 8) by " Upgrading " its Help and
Cooperation.
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This "Upgrading" consists in a permanently intensifying Presence of the
ANC as an
"Autonoetic
Consciousness"
(LeDoux).
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Because of this happening, already today a re-alignment is developing
concerning our human Evolution-Conception:
from "Fitness beats Truth"
to "United Consciousness
creates the better Better".
As a sketch to this:
From Survival to Co-Evolution

THE CHANGING OF OUR CONCEPTION OF EVOLUTION
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This shift, which will become increasingly evident over the next few
decades, will significantly change our techniques of coding and Iconization:
The striving for absolute truths
will become the striving for
the most evolutively efficient usefulness.
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This means, among other things, that we will align our inventions ever
more consequently with ANC and with the development of a Praxeology of
Co-Evolution.
In this context, the current Surrogate-Meta-Consciousness will
successively dissolve. This will liberate the "unfree Consciousness" we
have now, enabling the path to a new kind and quality of MetaConsciousness to unfold.
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The Creation and social establishment of this Meta-Consciousness will be
ideally realized by the collaboration of Metaverse and Metabliss in the
format of a
Hyperverse.
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What will determine the contents of this coming Meta-Consciousness? The
following statements can be made here:
 The Values of the Woke-Movement will feed into the
coming Meta-Consciousness ... the concept, that is:
The Qualification of
our Differentiations (Diversity)
generates the Intensification
of our We-ness (Inclusion).
 In the next Teen Generation (Generation A), young
people ... influenced by the growing presence of the
ANC ... will begin to develop ideas and concepts that
can open the existing worldly Identity (1st Defluence) to
a Nagual-I (2nd Defluence / Crossing-Initiation).
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Teenager and Woke. Both trends will be positively reinforced and qualified
in their respective functions if the following development prevails in the
context of the digital revolution:
Social Media

19

Metaverse

Hyperverse

From Social Media to the Hyperverse. This Evolution is absolutely vital for
our Inclusive-Fitness ... for the development of a Meta-Consciousness.
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Why?
It's about
freeing our Consciousness ...
freeing it from our Mind programs.
To put it more clearly, we programmed our Mind very efficiently for Fitness
and cognition ... more precisely, it was the connecting of the world and
Evolution ... that is, survival through progress.
This was absolutely necessary and valuable. This connecting of survival
and progress ... Fitness and cognition ... was and still is a powerful
programmer of our Mind. It follows:
We have successful
Fitness programs in our Mind.
But no Programs
that can generate the Progress
of our own Consciousness.
We have no Meta-Consciousness
in our Mind.
20

21

Who or what is blocking the development of this Meta-Consciousness?
First it is our own Mind with its Mind-Cards, Belief-Systems and
Dispositives. However, "complicit" are, among others, biology (genes and
epigenetics) and the culture shaping us and our I (1st Defluence,
Education, Cultural-Ideologies, etc.). Likewise, the so-called "incisive
personal experiences" in the course of life.
Our Mind ... and thus our 1st Reality-Generator ... ultimately consists of 2
attractors:
 Truth / Knowledge
 Happiness / Fitness
Donald D. Hoffman, in his book "The Case against Reality" (2019),
emphasizes the formula
"Fitness beats Truth"
and points out that Fitness and survival have evolved into the very driving
force and director of our pursuit of cognition (truth):
 We primarily develop those insights that improve our
Fitness.
 We organize our lives and our future through a "world
Fitness scheme."
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Thus, our Mind performs a very violent and effective dressage:
 We develop a truth of the world that we believe to be "true"
because we have coded and iconized it as "objectively
true."
 We live and act as believers in an objectified world that
permanently excludes contingency and invention through
the formula "knowledge for Fitness."

23

This truth does not allow for a truth that does not consist of "world." It
follows: The Now-of-Creation (Nagual), the ANC and the Consciousness
as Something are consequently excluded from our Consciousness of
Something ("World"). Whoever believes in such a thing is either a nutcase,
mentally ill or a deeply-believing esoteric.
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In and of itself, this situation is not so bad. But for some time now the
following problem situation has arisen and intensified:
 The neuronal "world-program", which our Mind uses for
shaping our present world, is less and less able to cope
with the fundamental problems of the world.
 Since the problem-solving strategies that we use are
conceived and implemented by the "world-Fitnessscheme", there is a permanent reinforcement of the
"world-program" that has caused the problems. Motto:
turning the buck into the gardener.

25

Nations, Democracies and civil societies are currently trying to suppress
this dilemma. One therefore offensively relies on more experts, more
research, more science, more "clever" strategies (think tanks, etc.) and
also on the use of AI.
But all of these offensives are part of the "world program" of our Mind and
the "world Fitness scheme" of our actions.
One thus organizes
more of the wrong.

26

Much of the public crises, conflicts, and divisions that have run high in
democratic nations have a root cause here:
The Intelligence of
"Fitness beats Truth"
becomes the
public Spectacle of Failure.
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Thus, it is time to put the factor of "Truth" ... that is, cognition ... back at the
center of our Evolution, to be able to reconceptualize and instrumentalize
the "cognition" factor:
We need
a start to a different
quality of cognition.
But we can only
generate this new quality
if we have a new kind
of Meta-Consciousness
which enables us to bring
our own Consciousness to Progress.

28

So far, the real World (our Being ) and our biological-Spiritual SurvivalProgram has shaped and successfully qualified our Consciousness (Mind).
But the new kind of Meta-Consciousness cannot be developed by these
two Sources. We need a new and presumably unknown source for
formative power ... we need a new partner for the shaping of a better
"world program". We need the factor of "Becoming" to be able to develop
the new kind of Meta-Consciousness. As a sketch:

29

until now

in the Future

BEING

BECOMING

as
Setpoint-Generator

as
Setpoint-Generator

FitnessConsciousness

MetaConsciousness

If we want to put the factor " Cognition / Truth" back into the center of our
life, we need a Reorientation of the "Cognition" system... a different quality
of Cognition:
From the
"Cognition of Being"
to the
"COGNITION OF BECOMING".
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Meta-Consciousness is based on the permanent "Influx of Becoming" into
the "Now of our Being". This makes the following formula the "Foundation
of Meta-Consciousness":

This is
the
Model
of
Noeteric

Being = Becoming
Becoming = Being
NOWNESS

31

In the model of Noeteric the Now-of-Creation (Nagual) becomes the
Setpoint-Generator for our World-Program, i.e., for our "World-FitnessScheme" and for our Meta-Consciousness. As a sketch in the terminology
of Noeteric:
World
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Becoming

Tonal

Nagual

Creation

The Nagualization
of our Tonal

Meta-Consciousness

32

It is about enabling our mind to organize the permanent Influx of the
Nagual into the real Situation of our Tonal.
If we succeed in this,
we as Humanity will
initiate and enter
the 2nd Axial-Age.

33

This requires the following step:
from Duality
to Interfusion.
In order to make this step recognizable and shapeable, the following
questions can be helpful, which the following diagram outlines:
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FROM DUALITY TO INTERFUSION
The essential questions
The 1st RealityGenerator

The 1st and the 2nd
RealityGenerator

the 1st Axial-Age

the 2nd Axial-Age
Cognition

Fitness

Co-Evolution

What is
the
real Reality?

What do
we need for
our Survival?

What kind of
Meta-Consciousness
do we need?

Truth

Happiness

What is
our
subjective Reality?

Nagual

How can
we make
our
Being better?

What is
the Reality of
"Shared Nagual"?

Knowledge

Knowledge

Knowledge

Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

Icons and
Maps of
Reality

Outside
Focus

Inside
Focus

Mind
of
Duality

Subject

Object

= the WE
of Man and
Nagual

Magic
Focus
Mind
of
Interfusion

Separation
our Rationality of Evolution
Our "World-Program" and our
"World-Fitness-Schema"
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The
Nagualization
of our
Tonal

A new kind of organization and conditioning of our Consciousness is what
lies ahead of us (keyword: 2nd Axial-Age), as the following sketch shows:
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THE FACOTORS FOR
THE PRACTICE OF CO-EVOLUTION
Hyperverse
Cognition

Meta-Consciousness

Fitness

Shared-Nagual

RhizomeSphere

35

CreationGenerator

Bottom-upCollaborations

The point is to make our Consciousness smarter ... smarter than it was
until now. This can be successfully accomplished if we empower ourselves
to mentally switch
from Evolution
to Co-Evolution.

36

For this Switching we need the Cooperation of Metaverse and Metabliss in
a system which can be called
Hyperverse.
At the Core of these two use-offers ... thus Metaverse and Metabliss ... is
the Creation-Generator.
This Creation-Generator overcomes the "Mind of Duality" as well as the
present Dominance of the Power of Knowing Better (Society-of-Coercion).
It connects the coming Rhizome-Sphere with an organization of Bottomup-Collaborations, which will positively foster the Development of a
"Society-of-Creation"
with a
"New Spirit of Democracy".
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